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How to sit Maxwell and Higgs 
on the boundary of AdS





Based on



Holography

Boundary QFTGravitational bulk



Boundary QFT

Gravitational bulk action

Boundary
conditions

Holography



A typical example
- Temperature
- Charge
- Magnetic field

Assuming standard quantization Dirichlet boundary conditions

BULK :

BOUNDARY



What do we get on the other side?

A QFT with a conserved U(1) current in presence of an external gauge field  

Hydrodynamics of
the gauge sector

Diffusion of
conserved charge



Is this everything we can do?

Unsatisfactory in 
many physical 

situations

DYNAMICAL  GAUGE FIELDS
COULOMB INTERACTIONS

electromagnetism plasmas plasmons superconductors



PART I I



Fancy Maxwell’s equations

Electromagnetism without gauge symmetries

Only global symmetries
Better for hydrodynamics, etc…



Magnetohydrodynamics from holography

Short summary:
the standard thing but with 

a higher-form ☺



What do they get?

A QFT with a dynamical gauge field (dynamical E, B)

Alfven waves Magnetosonic waves



Our questions/results

1. Where is the trick ?

2. Do we really need this fanciness ?

3. Is there another solution ?

4. Magnetohydrodynamics from holography (no dress code)

The story of today …



Field theory break I



Field theory break II

MAXWELL EQUATIONS

Maxwell kinetic term + Legendre transform (coupling to external current)



Field theory break III

Standard electromagnetism



Old but gold [Witten, Marolf-Ross, …]

Boundary asymptotics :

MIXED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

standard

[more details later]



Back to the higher-form trick

Hodge dual in the bulk
does not preserve the
boundary conditions !!

It changes them from 
Dirichlet to mixed 

Higher-forms are just a
fancy way to implement

mixed boundary conditions



On the shoulders of giants

Our mixed boundary conditions

• Lambda parametrizes 
the EM coupling

• Notice the factors of 
(w^2-k^2)

        [back to this later]



Re-discovering the known

Maxwell theory in 2+1 is scale invariant 
but not conformal invariant !!

Thermodynamic and mechanical
pressure are not equal



Magnetohydrodynamics

Step 1: EOMs

Step 2: constitutive 
relations

Step 3: dynamical 
matrix and QNMs



Zero density and zero B

“EM waves” Damped charge diffusion

We see the effects of 
polarization and screening
(dynamical EM in matter)



Screened EM waves

The photon is screened (skin effect).
Just solve it for real w and complex k 
and back to standard textbooks results

Numerical data (QNMs)

1st order hydro



Zero density and finite B

Magnetosonic waves

All dispersion relations remain of the same type 
but the coefficients are strongly modified by B^2

[sound mode carries magnetic flux now]



Zero density and finite B



Finite density and finite B

- Longitudinal diffusive mode
- Shear diffusion becomes sub-diffusive 
- EM waves and sound modes couple together (4 non-hydro modes)



Finite density and zero B

Small density : overdamped modes
Large density : underdamped modes

0

EM wavessound waves







Unscreened photon

In this limit we are decoupling the photon from matter
[no screening, no polarization]: emergent photon

This can be derived analytically [see paper]



Summary of part I

=

magnetohydrodynamicsMaxwell + mixed b.c.s.

[no need of fancy higher forms, sorry]



PART II I



Close enough but not!

That and 99% of holographic
superconductor papers do not
describe a superconductor !!



Making a real holographic superconductor 

[Many authors …]



SUPERFLUID SUPERCONDUCTOR

1938 Kapitza

Charged particles (electrons)Neutral particles

Frictionless flow

Goldstone mode
 (second sound)

Flow of current without resistance

1911 Onnes

Massive gauge field – Meissner effect
                   (Higgs mechanism)



Superfluid Ginzburg-Landau effective theory

Complex scalar order parameter

Phenomenological:



Superfluid Hydrodynamics

Conservation law: Superfluid velocity:

Constitutive relation:

Josephson relation:

• Sound mode

• Infinite conductivity

• Extended with momentum-energy conservation

• Matching exactly the holographic superfluid model



Superconductor Ginzburg-Landau effective theory

(1)  No Goldstone !

(2)  Massive photon:

Anderson-Higgs mechanism



Holographic superconductor

Same bulk action as for the holographic superfluid model

but different boundary conditions !!

Already considered in several papers (seminal works: 0906.2396, 1005.1776)

 
Our focus: collective excitations!



Transverse collective modes

EM wave in matter massive



Transverse collective modes



Perturbative analytical results

holography GL theory



Longitudinal collective modes

For small wave-vector (very phenomenological)

Superfluid sound mode Superfluid amplitude mode



The fate of the superfluid sound mode

• m is the same as for the 
transverse mode

• Sigma is the same as for 
the transverse mode

• Gamma and v do not 
depend on the Coulomb 
interaction and they 
correspond exactly to the 
speed and the attenuation 
constant of the superfluid 
sound mode (0903.2209)



The Higgs mode

Amplitude mode



VS holographic superfluids

Results from 
1207.4194

Overdamped to underdamped crossover 
but totally different dynamics !

(1)  The massive mode at low T is a 
non-hydro pole which becomes soft: 

(2) Always a hydro mode: 



Higgs mode at low temperature



Overdamped to underdamped crossover

Crossover around T=Tc/2 

[Interesting aside: dissipative term does seem 
to vanish at T=0, backreaction ?]



Higgs mass

Much lower than

The GL scaling is recovered ☺



Summary of part II

=

Hol. superconductorHol. superfluid + mixed b.c.s.



Gauge symmetries in the boundary field theory

Dynamical gauge fields at the boundary

Many applications (cond-mat, plasma physics, 
QCD, MHD, cosmology)

Relation with bulk higher-form symmetries  





First application

Making a real holographic superconductor (2009)

[Many authors …]
Example.



Recent application

Maxwell equation
Continuity equation
(Drude model)



See also





Zero density and zero B

The stress tensor 
sector is “trivial”
since decouples



Zero density and zero B



Hydrodynamics breakdown

We see a failure of the hydro
description only at large 
magnetic field together 
with large EM coupling.

We suspect the problem is
the EM coupling






